
 
 

 
Proposed Project 

Savor Bristol Bay 
 
 
Strategic Directions:  
The Savor Bristol Bay initiative in 2013 will directly address two of the BBRSDA’s strategies, 
including: 1. Marketing/Promotion, and 2. Maintain Sustainability of the Fishery.  
This will be done through: 

 Increased demand for fresh and frozen Bristol Bay Sockeye in domestic markets; 

 Increased awareness within the marketplace and public about the quality and 
sustainability of Bristol Bay Sockeye; 

 Continued collaboration and coordination with Bristol Bay salmon producers and 
distributors; 

 Production and distribution of educational materials to chefs, retailers, other food 
leaders;  

 Distribution of educational tools for Bristol Bay salmon suppliers (including direct 
marketers); 

 Increased national support for federal protection of Bristol Bay’s salmon habitat from 
large-scale mining through initiation of Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act. 

 
Problems Addressed: 
By focusing on both Marketing and Sustainability of Bristol Bay’s fishery, Savor Bristol Bay’s 
projects and activities in 2013 will address the following challenges and areas of need: 

 Lack of awareness about Bristol Bay Sockeye brand, specifically in domestic markets; 

 Misconceptions in marketplace about quality of Bristol Bay Sockeye and frozen vs. 
fresh fish; 

 Disconnect between Bristol Bay fishermen and markets/buyers of their product (i.e., 
most Bristol Bay fishermen don’t know/think about where their fish goes); 

 Difficultly in sourcing fresh, high quality Bristol Bay salmon; 

 Difficulty for smaller Bristol Bay salmon producers/distributors to access new 
markets and create economically sustainable businesses; 

 Direct threats to the future production of Bristol Bay’s salmon habitat and 
sustainability of salmon populations (e.g., the proposed Pebble Mine). 

 
Proposed Project: 
Savor Bristol Bay’s efforts in 2013 will continue to build off of the momentum generated in 
2012, specifically focusing on the nation’s chef community and retailers.  As in the past, 
Savor Bristol Bay’s work will be done in close coordination with the national Bristol Bay 
protection campaign, which seeks the permanent protection of Bristol Bay’s salmon habitat 



under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act.  Savor Bristol Bay will continue to serve as the 
primary liaison between the Bristol Bay protection campaign and the nation’s food industry, 
bringing salmon producers and consumers together behind Bristol Bay.  This year’s efforts 
will include the following initiatives: 
 
I.  Bristol Bay Sockeye Restaurant Promotions – Building off the success of Savor 
Bristol Bay’s 2012 restaurant dinner series (which led to a piece in the New York Times 
Dining Section), Savor Bristol Bay will coordinate a second national restaurant promotion in 
collaboration with Chefs Collaborative and Sea to Table.  The promotion will entail chefs 
featuring fresh Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon on their menus and distributing information 
about Bristol Bay’s fishery and the proposed Pebble Mine to diners.  Restaurant promotions 
will range from a single day to a 4-6 weeks; this decision will be made by the individual 
restaurants. 
 
Savor Bristol Bay will work to enlist even more chefs than in 2012, specifically targeting 
Savor Bristol Bay’s Top Chef partners, such as Mario Batali, Rick Moonen, and John Besh.  
In addition to helping Chefs Collaborative and Sea to Table enlist chefs for the promotion, 
Savor Bristol Bay will be solely responsible for developing Bristol Bay Salmon outreach 
materials for chefs to utilize as well as specific action items for participating chefs and their 
customers to take during the promotion.  Savor Bristol Bay will also handle media 
coordination, working closely with Save Bristol Bay and Commercial Fishermen for Bristol 
Bay to maximize exposure and impact of any social, earned and/or paid media. 
 
In addition to the fresh sockeye promotion, Savor Bristol Bay will also pursue a frozen 
Bristol Bay Sockeye promotion in late 2013 (tentatively during Pacific Marine Expo Week in 
Seattle).  The promotion will be focused on Northwest chefs and markets.  Savor Bristol Bay 
will work closely with current Northwest partners such as Tom Douglas to generate 
awareness and media, and will also collaborate with national organizations such as Chefs 
Collaborative, Women Chefs & Restaurateurs, and other chef associations to engage their 
Northwest members.  In conjunction with the restaurant promotions, Savor Bristol Bay will 
help coordinate a kick-off event in Seattle in partnership with a local chef/restaurant partner 
(e.g. Tom Douglas). 
 
 
II. Chef Celebrity Outreach – Savor Bristol Bay will further engage its list of over two 
dozen national chef celebrities and help facilitate opportunities to get their voices into 
national media outlets.  With several of Savor Bristol Bay’s Top Chef partners recently 
inducted into the U.S. State Department’s Culinary Program, Savor Bristol Bay will utilize 
these relationships whenever appropriate and needed to generate direct communications to 
the White House about the protection of Bristol Bay’s fishery. 
 
In addition to this continued outreach to Top Chefs, Savor Bristol Bay will help coordinate 
the participation of 1-2 Top Chefs in trips to Washington D.C.  These trips will be hosted in 
partnership with Bristol Bay commercial fishermen and other seafood industry leaders and 
will involve meetings with elected officials, interviews with media, and potential Bristol Bay 
salmon receptions on the Hill.  The timing of these visits will be determined by the national 
Bristol Bay protection coalition. 
 
 
III. Retail Outreach – Building off of the awareness and support generated in 2012, Savor 
Bristol Bay will strengthen its relationships with retailers and national retailer associations 
(e.g. Food Marketing Institute) in 2013.  This will include regular communications with 
primary retail contacts and coordination with national sustainable seafood organizations 
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(e.g. FishWise, SeaWeb/Seafood Choices Alliance, Sustainable Fisheries Partnership).  
Through this outreach, retailers will be encouraged to communicate directly with elected 
officials about threats to the future sustainability of Bristol Bay’s fishery and will also be 
invited to participate alongside commercial fishermen and chefs at high level meetings in 
Washington D.C. and around the country.   
 
 
III. National Chef & Seafood Conferences - Savor Bristol Bay will maintain its presence 
at several national chef and seafood conferences in 2013, building from the awareness and 
relationships that were fostered in 2012.  Savor Bristol Bay’s participation will include 
providing outreach materials for distribution to participants, Bristol Bay Sockeye product 
(when/if needed), and attendance by at least one Bristol Bay representative (ideally a 
commercial fisherman). 
 
Currently, Savor Bristol Bay plans to participate in the following events: 
 

 Cooking for Solutions, Monterey Bay Aquarium, May 17-19, 2013 – Savor Bristol Bay 
has already secured Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon as one of the featured sustainable 
seafood’s on this year’s Cooking for Solutions gala menu.  Savor Bristol Bay will help 
provide high quality, frozen Bristol Bay Sockeye that will be distributed to over 1,000 
guests in addition to outreach materials about the fishery. 

 
 Chefs Collaborative Sustainable Food Summit, Chicago, November 3-5, 2013 – Savor 

Bristol Bay will again participate in Chefs Collaborative’s annual summit, providing 
support to Chefs Collaborative during the planning process, outreach materials for 
distribution at info tables, and attendance by one Savor Bristol Bay representative.  
In addition, Savor Bristol Bay will explore hosting a VIP reception in Chicago during 
the Summit, bringing together local food and seafood industry leaders for an 
educational celebration of Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery. 

 
 
The above initiatives will be completed by the end of 2013 and will be timed to have 
maximum impact for the national Bristol Bay protection campaign. 
 
Lastly, Bristol Bay commercial fishermen will be asked and encouraged to participate in the 
above events and outreach efforts whenever possible, allowing fishermen to build their own 
contacts and relationships within the marketplace. 
 
 
Anticipated Results: 
We anticipate the following results from the above projects: 

 New markets for fresh and frozen Bristol Bay Sockeye in domestic restaurant 
markets, with the highest increase in the Pacific Northwest; 

 Increased awareness and appreciation for Bristol Bay Sockeye in the seafood 
marketplace; 

 Increased public awareness about Bristol Bay Sockeye; 

 Increased communications between seafood marketplace and key decision-makers;  

 Formal support for protection of Bristol Bay under Section 404(c) of the Clean Water 
Act from food leaders, businesses, US Senators, and others. 
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Benefits to Business Unit: 
By promoting the Bristol Bay Sockeye brand and engaging the seafood marketplace in the 
national campaign to protect Bristol Bay’s salmon habitat, Savor Bristol Bay will increase 
demand for Bristol Bay Sockeye while also fostering new advocates for the future 
sustainability of Bristol Bay’s salmon fishery.  All Bristol Bay salmon businesses will reap 
these and other benefits from Savor Bristol Bay’s efforts in 2013: 

 Access to new markets – Through strategic relationship building, networking, and 
promotion, Savor Bristol Bay will open up doors to new markets for Bristol Bay 
suppliers and direct marketers. 

 More demand for Bristol Bay product – With increased Bristol Bay salmon media 
(both regional and national) and direct communication and collaboration with 
seafood buyers and chefs, Bristol Bay salmon suppliers will see an increase in 
demand for Bristol Bay salmon. 

 Free publicity and media – Through Savor Bristol Bay’s outreach to media and press 
in 2013, the Bristol Bay fishery will enjoy free publicity that promotes Bristol Bay 
Sockeye with a compelling and positive message.   

 Economic sustainability – Increased appreciation for Bristol Bay’s fishery in the 
marketplace will help encourage sales of higher quality product, which in turn means 
higher value products.  Demand for higher value products will help ensure that 
Bristol Bay’s fishery remains economically sustainable so that future generations can 
continue to fish in Bristol Bay. 

 Ecological sustainability – By building a national coalition of salmon consumers and 
seafood buyers that support Bristol Bay, Savor Bristol Bay will help bolster the 
campaign to protect Bristol Bay’s salmon habitat.  Protecting Bristol Bay’s salmon 
habitat will help ensure the future productivity and sustainability of the fishery, thus 
reducing financial uncertainties and risks to fishermen and businesses. 

 
Measure of Results: 
We will track Savor Bristol Bay’s progress towards reaching its goals over the coming year 
by: 

 Number of earned food-related media stories at local, regional, and national levels; 

 Number of new markets created for fresh and frozen Bristol Bay Sockeye - this will 
be measured primarily at the restaurant level; 

 Number of Bristol Bay salmon restaurant promotion participants; 

 Number of formal support letters submitted by the seafood marketplace (including 
chefs, retailers, seafood distributors) to US Congressmen; 

 Number of chefs and food representatives who participate in congressional and other 
meetings with key decision-makers; 

 Number of formal support letters submitted by the seafood marketplace to the 
Environmental Protection Agency and White House. 
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Proposed Budget: 
 
Fresh Sockeye Restaurant Promotions  
Item Amount requested 

from BBRSDA 
Printing, distribution of Bristol Bay outreach materials to chefs/customers $3,000.00 

Chef toolkits, including copies of Red Gold, No Pebble hats, stickers $1,000.00 

TOTAL  $4,000.00 

  
Frozen Sockeye Restaurant Promotions  
Item Amount requested 

from BBRSDA 

Printing, distribution of Bristol Bay outreach materials to chefs $1,500.00  

Paid media $2,000.00  

Promotional event - venue, supplies, food/beverages $2,500.00  
TOTAL $6,000.00  

  

National Seafood/Chef Conferences  
Item Amount requested 

from BBRSDA 
Cooking for Solutions (May 2013) $800.00 

Chefs Collaborative Summit (November 2013) $1,000.00 

Travel (one representative, two events) $1,200.00 
TOTAL  $3,000.00 

  
Chef Celebrity & Retail Outreach  
Item Amount requested 

from BBRSDA 
Travel, up to 3 chef and retailer reps to DC $2,000.00 

Paid media ad(s) $3,000.00 

Outreach events (salmon, materials, venue) $2,000.00 
TOTAL* $7,000.00 

*Note: In addition $4,925 will be carried over from Savor Bristol Bay's 2012 grant to cover DC travel 
expenses, media, and events throughout 2013. 
  
Savor Bristol Bay Staff  

Item 
Amount requested 
from BBRSDA 

One Savor Bristol Bay consultant (hired through Trout Unlimited) $10,000  

One Savor Bristol Bay contractor (hired through CFBB) $10,000  

TOTAL $20,000.00 
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Total funding request from the BBRSDA: $40,000 
 
This amount will be matched by the non-profit fisheries conservation 
organization Trout Unlimited, private donors, and other grants secured in 2013.   

 
 

 


